BEVERLY BURTS BURNS AT WILL

Loo Loo Pitcher Forgets to Use Curves and Is Poorly Supported.

CALIXTIC ALSO HIT HARD

Game on Los Angeles disabled a Southern Pacific finish but Champion's River Mill of Millville 14 to 7.

PORTLAND VICTORY

Over Dredgers, 8 to 1, at Portland.

Fielding Losses to Seals.

Golden Bat Home to Battlers, 2 to 1.

SCHEDULE OF THE NIGHT

Seattle Bats Out Victory

Seattle defeated Oakland by Heavy Work for 8 to 1.

MORRISON AND SEVENTH STREETS

GUARDIAN COMPLETE HOUSE-FURNITURES

GREAT AUTO RACE

Seventeen Will Contest for Vanderbilt Cup.

HUGE CROWDS ON COURSE

Four Years Will Be Represented on Long Island. When 246-

Mile Tortures Will Worth Flying Automatons.

UMBRELLA TALKS OF PLANS


MORRISON AND SEVENTH STREETS

TULL & GIBBS

COMPLETE HOUSE-FURNITURES

MANY RICH EFFECTS IN

THE NEW STOCK OF DRAPERY

HANGINGS AND FABRICS

The very latest and best patterns in all styles of lace curtains—hand and machine-made Arabin Lace, Brussels, Net, Renaissance Lace, Irish Point and Ruffled Curtains, Nottingham, etc. Forriers in a pleasing assortment of new patterns and color effects, in all fabrics. Fabrics in silk, wool and cotton for all drapery and upholstery purposes; also a line of Wall Fabrics. To the display of this department we have added a stock of Wall Paper and other Art Decorative Materials, this line being exclusive and embracing a variety of new Art Designs. We are now better prepared for carrying to completion all decorative work, and can furnish original designs and estimates on request.

DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY DEPT.

SEVENTH STREETS

MORRISON

TULL & GIBBS

COMPLETE HOUSE-FURNITURES

GREAT AUTO RACE

Seventeen Will Contest for Vanderbilt Cup.

HUGE CROWDS ON COURSE

Four Years Will Be Represented on Long Island. When 246-

Mile Tortures Will Worth Flying Automatons.

LOW BATE EAST

WALDINGFORD, CT.

LOW BATE EAST

WALDINGFORD, CT.
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